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A scaling rule for molecular electronic transition dipole moments:
Application to asymptotically allowed and forbidden transitions

C. W. Johnston and J. J. A. M. van der Mullena)

Department of Applied Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

~Received 5 August 2002; accepted 25 April 2003!

Guided by the work of Woerdman and Monyakin, we propose rules that allow the electronic
transition dipole moment for a transition in one molecule to be determined from that of a similar one
in an isovalent species. The rule can be applied to asymptotically allowed and forbidden transitions.
We have tested it by applying it in two specific cases: the moments for theA 1S→X 1S and
X 1S→B 1P transitions in Na2 are found from those in Li2 , which are asymptotically allowed and
the moments for the B→X transition in O2, Se2 , and Te2 which are asymptotically forbidden, are
found from moment data for S2 . Transition moments calculated with this rule are within 15% of the
available literature values and behavior as a function of internuclear separation is well described.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1582851#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electronic transition dipole moment~ETDM! is an
especially important term in the spectroscopy of diatom
molecules as it determines the strength of a particular t
sition. Detailed knowledge of it can be useful not only
diagnostics but also in discharge modeling where it can
employed in the simulation of spectra as well as the de
mination of electron impact excitation cross sections. Wh
ETDM data are available in the literature, certainly not
transitions that might be of interest are represented and e
then often only over a limited range of internuclear distan

The ETDM for a particular transition may be found fro
experiment by the optimized fitting of simulated to measu
spectra.1 However, due to often limited discharge conditio
only a small proportion of the band system is observed. T
the ETDM is often only recovered for a small range of i
ternuclear separation. On the other hand, the entire ET
can be found by calculating itab initio, which is however an
involved and specialized task. As such, possessing the m
to reliably estimate the ETDM before recourse to theoret
or experimental measures can be of great use.

We are currently studying the high pressure sulfur la
numerically as well as from an experimental point of view2,3

The system is an efficient visible light radiator and produ
a seemingly continuous spectrum from 300 to 900 nm.
short, the spectrum can be attributed to radiative transiti
between all vibrational levels in the BX system of the sul
dimer. Thus quanta are produced over the complete rang
internuclear distance. This is a situation where full know
edge of the ETDM is required and a rare one where the d
are in fact available.4 However, two other group VI elements
selenium and tellurium, display similar high pressure spe
to the sulfur, also attributable to BX radiation, and we exp
to verify and perhaps enhance our understanding of the
fur lamp by studying these systems. For these dimers ET
data have only recently appeared in the literature and ind

a!Electronic mail: J.J.A.M.v.d.Mullen@tue.nl
2050021-9606/2003/119(4)/2057/5/$20.00
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only over a limited range of separation, centered around
equilibrium separation. So here is a specific case where
full ETDM is needed to describe the physical behavior o
system but where it is lacking and a semiempirical appro
would be valuable.

To this end we have sought and found two such
proaches in the literature. First, there is the direct appro
of Woerdman5 in which the ETDM is determined as a func
tion of internuclear distance using the transition frequency
provide its shape. Furthermore, asymptotic correctness is
sured by establishing the magnitude of the molecular os
lator strength in terms of that of the associated atomic
sorption asr→`. A second method, inferred from the wor
of Monyakin,6,7 uses the ETDM of a reference transition
one molecule to find that in an isovalent species, that
with the same number of valence electrons. Here, a ra
scaling is performed to allow the mapping between differ
sized molecules. The former approach is not applicable
asymptotically forbidden transitions while there is no pa
ticular objection to this in the Monyakin method. Since t
atomic absorptions associated with the transitions in
group VI dimers in which we are interested are forbidde
our goal is to find a rule to allow the ETDM for such tran
sitions to be calculated.

The article is laid out as follows: We first introduce re
evant terms and examine the two empirical approaches. A
discussing their efficacy we propose a new scaling r
which uses a reference ETDM to determine that for an id
tical transition in an isovalent molecule, much like Mon
akin’s method but which also ensures asymptotic corre
ness, the importance of which we learned from Woerdma
approach. We provide an appropriate radial scaling fac
and propose a rule applicable to asymptotically forbidd
transitions. The rules are tested by finding the AX and B
ETDMs in Na2 from those in Li2 , which are asymptotically
allowed, and the ETDM for the BX transitions in O2 Se2 ,
and Te2 , which are asymptotically forbidden, are found fro
that in S2 . Finally, we finish with our conclusions.
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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II. EMPIRICAL METHODS

As opposed to atomic spectroscopy where the oscilla
strength plays a large role, it is the ETDM that is significa
in molecular spectroscopy. That this is the case is due to
spatial extent of an electronic state in a molecule wh
would require the oscillator strength and hence dipole po
izability to be determined as a function of frequency. T
ETDM for a transition between two electronic states,A and
B, is defined as follows:

M ~r !5 K cAU( er iUcBL , ~1!

wherer is the internuclear distance,cA andcB are the elec-
tronic wave functions, and the moment operator sum exte
over all electrons, with the electron position vector given
r .

Direct approach. The oscillator strength for a given tran
sition in a molecule is given in terms of the ETDM,M (r ),

f ~r !5
gA

gB

8p2men~r !

3he2
M ~r !2,

whereme is the electron mass,n(r ) is the frequency of the
transition, and the statistical weights for the upper and low
states are given bygA andgB , respectively. What Woerdma
did was to turn this expression around so that the ETD
depends on the oscillator strength

M ~r !5S 3he2

8p2menAB~r !

gB

gA
f ~r !D 1/2

. ~2!

Since everything is known once we are in possession of
state potential energy curves the problem becomes on
finding the oscillator strength. If a semiempirical way can
found to estimate it, the problem is solved. In considering
X 1Sg

1→A 1Su
1 and theX 1Sg

1→B 1Pu absorptions in the
lithium and sodium dimers, Woerdman estimated
asymptotic magnitude of the molecular oscillator strength
these transitions by ensuring asymptotic correctness. The
tentials for the states considered are shown in Fig. 1 an
can be seen, both theA andB states share the same asym
tote. Woerdman proposed that since either theB or A state
could be responsible for the transition atr→`, the sum of
the molecular oscillator strengths is twice that of the atom
transition

f X→B1 f X→A52F,

whereF is the atomic value. Furthermore, he states tha
r→` the molecular wave functions are essentially atomic
that the ETDMs should be equal. If that is the case, then
ratio of the molecular oscillator strengths is given by that
the statistical weights of the upper levels, so that

f X→B / f X→A5gB /gA52,

wheregA51 andgB52. Thus, for the aforementioned ab
sorptions the asymptotic values of the molecular oscilla
strengths are

f X→B54/3F,

f X→A52/3F.
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The results of using these values in Eq.~2! for Li2 are shown
in Fig. 2~a! along with the literature data for the ETDMs. Fo
both transitions the ETDMs found with Eq.~2! are within
8% of the reference values but for Na2 Woerdman reports
errors up to 30%. The principle reason for the success of
approach is the fact that if the oscillator strength is const
then Eq.~2! demands thatM (r )23n(r ) is also a constant—a
property that the alkali dimers do display. This means t
the radial shape of the ETDM is determined solely by t
transition frequency. In Fig. 2~b! we show the ETDM for the
AX transition in Li2 along with the transition frequency. It i
immediately clear that the position of the maximum in t
ETDM lies at the same position as the minimum in the f
quency and we can rely on it to provide the correct shape
the ETDM.8

FIG. 1. Potential energy curves for theB 1Pu , A 1S, andX 1S states in Li2
and Na2 .

FIG. 2. On the left the reference data~Ref. 9! ETDMs for the AX and BX
transitions in Li2 are shown~symbols! along with the results of Woerdman’s
approach~lines!. On the right we show the ETDM for the AX transition
along with the frequency as determined from the state potentials show
Fig. 1. It is immediately apparent that the shape of the transition freque
can be found back in the ETDM.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2059J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 4, 22 July 2003 Molecular electronic transition dipole moments
This approach cannot be used for asymptotically forb
den transitions since there is no way we can relate oscill
strength behavior inside a molecule that radiates to tha
the corresponding atom state that does not. Furthermore
method has been criticized9 as not being able to reproduc
the local minima and maxima that can be found in t
ETDMs of alkali dimers.

III. SCALING APPROACH

Another method can be drawn from the work of Mon
akin. After observing some regularities in the ETDMs of t
halides he proposed a scaling rule, where the ETDM in
species is determined from that in another. The rule for
ovalent molecules is

MA~r 00
A !5MB~r 00

B !S ve
B

ve
AD 1/2

, ~3!

whereA andB denote the desired and reference transitio
ve is the vibrational spectroscopic constant for the low
electronic state in the transition, andr 00 is ther-centroid for
the ~0,0! vibrational transition. The latter is the mean radi
at which a vibrational transition takes place and is defined

r v8v95
^cv8ur ucv9&

^cv8ucv9&
, ~4!

wherec is the vibrational wave function. The rule has be
tested extensively but proves too unreliable. Since nei
information about the upper state in the transition nor
frequency appear in Eq.~3! its accuracy will be and indeed i
hit and miss. Furthermore, it provides the ETDM at one
dial position only. Nevertheless, we see how a radius sca
can be achieved via ther-centroid.

IV. ASYMPTOTICALLY CORRECT SCALING RULE

Our stated goal is to arrive at rules for the ETDM th
are applicable to asymptotically allowed as well as forbidd
transitions. Given the preceding approaches we can fol
two paths—the direct or scaling one. The main problem,
mentioned before, with a direct approach is that it is uncl
how to proceed when the associated atomic transition is
bidden. We can illustrate this by examining the BX transiti
in the sulfur dimer. In Fig. 3 we show state potentials and
ETDM for the transition4 along with the frequency as a func
tion of internuclear distance. The ETDM rises at first from
to 2 Å but with larger separations it falls to zero. In contra
to the situation in Li2 , the frequency does not reflect th
radial behavior of the moment. It could be argued that up
2 Å a direct approach may work, but beyond this the ETD
falls while 1/n(r ) rises to reach a plateau at large sepa
tions. The trick then would seem to be to find means
interpolating the ETDM from the maximum to large valu
of r. Even so we are not certain to be able to identify t
maximum, if indeed there is one, from the frequency da
Thus, a direct approach seems unlikely to be fruitful.

In light of this we are forced to choose a scaling a
proach, which can have distinct advantages. Its has bee
gued before that since the electron distributions in bou
Downloaded 13 Dec 2007 to 131.155.108.71. Redistribution subject to AI
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atoms are highly localized, it is the valence or bonding el
trons that dominate the dipole moment operator. If this is
case, then diatomic species with the same number of vale
electrons will have similar moment operators, scaled only
the size difference between systems. Here, a scaling
proach, using a reference ETDM from an isovalent molec
to that in one in which we are interested may be successf
we can find a suitable radial and magnitude scaling fact
The idea being that if the reference ETDM falls to zero w
increasing internuclear separation, we are sure that the
sired moment will do the same.

A. Asymptotically allowed transitions

We will first test this hypothesis by constructing a ru
for allowed transitions and test it on Li2 and Na2 . Taking the
ratio of two ETDMs for a desired transitionA and a refer-
ence oneB, we have from Eq.~2!

MA~r !

MB~r 8!
5S nB~r 8!

nA~r !

f A

f BD 1/2

, ~5!

where the statistical weights of the upper states in the tr
sition are equal andr 85g(r ), a radial scaling function
which we have yet to define. Thus, the magnitude of
reference ETDM is modified by the ratio of the frequenc
and oscillator strengths and the radial extent is shifted by
functiong(r ). What this might be follows from Monyakin—
using ther-centroid allows a correct comparison betwe
equivalent vibrational transitions and hence radii. Nevert
less, one cannot simply map ther-centroid for each transition
from one system to another as it is highly unlikely that bo
will have the same number of vibrational levels. Furth
more, the effort in calculating a somewhat substantial m
ping cannot be justified by the simplicity of Eq.~5!. Thus, we
choose the simplest mapping possible—between the~0,0!
transitions. Thus we find that

r 85r 3
r 00

B

r 00
A

, ~6!

FIG. 3. On the left we plot the potential energy curves for theB andX states
in the sulfur dimer. On the right we show the ETDM~solid line! and the
transition frequency~dashed line!. Here we see that the shape of the dipo
is little related to that of the transition frequency.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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which is intuitively correct. If the reference moleculeB is
larger than the desired moleculeA, then the ratio of the
r-centroids ensures that the reference ETDM is compres
and vice-versa. The final problem is that of the oscilla
strengths. Since there is already long-range informa
present in the reference ETDM, simply using the atomic
cillator strength values seems reasonable. Thus we arriv
the following rule for asymptotically allowed transitions:

MA~r !5MB~r 8!S nB~r !

nA~r 8!

FA

FB
D 1/2

. ~7!

The frequency for each transition is determined from
vertical energy gap between the states.

Validation. To test this rule we will determine the ETDM
for the A 1S→X 1S and X 1S→B 1P transitions in Na2
from those in Li2 . The dipole moments for both are availab
in the literature9 and the radial frequencies are found fro
the state potentials which we generate using Jhungs univ
approach.10 The atomic oscillator strengths are 0.753 f
lithium11 and 0.982 for sodium.12 In order to calculate the
r-centroid we use theSCHROED program,13 which provides
the wave functions and employ the integration routines p
vided by the GNU Scientific Library~GSL!. The values can
be found in Table I.~A quicker way to find the zeroth
r-centroid is to find the halfway point between the equil
rium distances of the two states. This is just as accurat
using Eq.~4!#.

The results of applying the new rule for finding the s
dium moments are shown in Fig. 4. The difference betw
the literature values and derived ones is less than 10%, m
accurate than Woerdman’s approach, and the asymptote
well described, although there is a slight shift in the pe
position.14

B. Asymptotically forbidden transitions

The situation here is less straightforward. There is lit
we can do to anticipate, in general, what happens inside
molecule when the atomic state does not radiate. None
less, we can rely on the reference ETDM to fall to zero a
allow the atomic oscillators strengths to be equal. The ra
scaling takes place as before, though now the transition
quencies are solely responsible for the magnitude sca
Thus the rule for forbidden transitions becomes

MA~r !5MB~r 8!S nB~r 8!

nA~r !
D 1/2

. ~8!

TABLE I. r-centroids for the test species.

Molecule Transition r 00 (Å)

Li2 A 1S→X 1S 2.891
Na2 A 1S→X 1S 3.354
O2 B 3S→X 3S 1.387
S2 B 3S→X 3S 2.016
Se2 B 3S→X 3S 2.304
Te2 B 3S→X 3S 2.678
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What these rules essentially say is that the atomic natur
the transition is carried into the molecule and the influence
this is expressed in the ratio of the oscillator strengths.

Validation. We now examine at the B→X in several
group VI molecules to demonstrate this rule. The radial f
quencies andr-centroids for these molecules were calculat
as before and the latter can be found in Table I. In Fig. 5
show the literature values of the transition moment for O2 ,15

S2 ,16 and Te2 .17 Also shown are the results of applying E
~8! to find the moments for O2 , Se2 , and Te2 using the S2
data4 a reference. The data derived from the sulfur mom
gives not only an extremely good value but the radial beh
ior is very well described. The largest error of 15% is fou
in the derived Se2 data where it would seem that the radi
scaling was not quite sufficient. Nevertheless, the rad
shape is well described.

FIG. 4. On the left we show the literature ETDMs for the Li2 transitions
again, and on the right we show those for the sodium transitions~symbols!.
Also shown on the right are the ETDMs derived from the lithium data us
Eq. ~7!. The very slight shift in the derived data and the large asympto
values are most likely due to differing spectroscopic constants used in
work as compared to Ref. 9.

FIG. 5. Literature values for ETDMs for the BX transitions in O2 , Se2 , and
Te2 are shown~symbols! along with the values derived from the ETDM
from the sulfur dimer, taken from Fig. 3, using Eq.~8!.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have critically reviewed two existin
empirical techniques for the determination of the electro
transition dipole moment or ETDM in diatomic molecule
We have achieved our goal of establishing rules for de
mining the ETDM for an unknown transition. As a result
examining Woerdman’s and Monyakin’s work we ha
found that a direct approach, one where only informat
about the transition of interest is used, is unlikely to wo
unless one can relate the atomic oscillator strength to
inside the molecule, which is an unlikely prospect. Und
standing the importance of establishing asymptotic corr
ness and recognizing the usefulness of ther-centroid ap-
proach as means to scale between systems, we have
able to propose new scaling rules for finding the ETD
This method requires a reference ETDM for a transition i
molecule that is isovalent to the desired one together with
transition frequency. There are two versions for the rule,
for asymptotically allowed and forbidden transitions. W
have tested the former by finding ETDMs in Na2 for the AX
and BX transitions from those in Li2 . The rule for asymp-
totically forbidden transitions was tested by finding t
ETDM for the BX transitions in O2, Se2 , and Te2 from that
in S2 . In all cases the derived values agreed within 15%
the literature values. The strength of the approach is tha
use the reference ETDM to describe that in a species whe
is unknown and use readily available data—the transit
frequencies and atomic oscillator strengths to ensure tha
magnitude is correct. Furthermore, ther-centroid scaling we
Downloaded 13 Dec 2007 to 131.155.108.71. Redistribution subject to AI
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employ is readily performed. We find the accuracy of t
new approach more than sufficient given its simplicity. F
nally, extension of the rules to heteronuclear molecu
should be possible.
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